
Inspiring Practitioners
Videos which extend best practice
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These videos have been selected to inspire practitioners with different
approaches to best practice. All compliment our curriculum intent and will
hopefully spark some wonderful ideas to implement into the setting.
 
Using your phone camera at home, aim it at a QR code and your phone will
take you to the video. 

Quality interactions
This video shows the importance of quality
interactions through child led activities and teaching
moments. The school in this example follow Planning
in the Moment

Setting up outdoor area
A tour of the garden which demonstrates how it only
takes a few minutes to set up each morning. This
nursery follows Planning in the Moment, and every
item has its place. 

An Outstanding Nursery Tour
A tour of a nursery which has implemented The
Curiosity Approach. This setting uses real authentic
materials which add value to play and introduce awe
and wonder.

Amazing learners
First part of a 2 part series, a look at the first 3 years of
life. Early learning lays the critical foundation for the
rest of their life. "What you learn first, you learn best"



large Loose Parts by tts
An advert for loose parts by an early years resource
company, however explains in an easy to understand
approach to loose parts using their products. 

Scrapstore playpods
The value of playing with (risk assessed) scrap and
junk in early years, and how children become
creative with open ended resources. 
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Top tips for language in early years
This video guides the practitioner with ways of
modelling language and best practice tips to
developing the child's language and communication 

Reggio emilia (in a nut shell)
This approach to childcare views children as active
participants in their own learning, they have multiple
ways to express themselves and the environment is
the third teacher.

Reggio inspired forest school
"No space can be too beautiful for children" 
An introduction to the Reggio approach, this mainly
features on the garden area and reconnecting
children to mother nature. 

Introduction to the Montessori approach. This views
children as independent learners who are capable of
caring for themselves and their environment. All
resources are set out to encourage self choosing.

Montessori (in a nut shell)


